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Cooper Continues Financing ''Unlawfully''
by Larry Burrough
Managing Editor
Athletic scholarships funded
by the SGA appear to be unlawful.
However, they will be con.
.tinued this year.
·
These are the tWo latest de.
cisions on the controversial al.
:location of $3,500 of SGA funds
;for athletic scholarships.
' The legality of the scholar.
ships has been in question for ·
some time. However no rul·
ing was made until last year
when Tom :Dalglish, assistant
attorney general studied the
case, rendering his legal opino
ion.
"The SGA funds, . which are :
ust:d for athletic scholarships,
are properly cha,racterized
state funds. In my opinion, :
based on existing interpreta.
tions of our· state constitution
and State Supreme Court de.
cisions, it appears to me that
the use of these funds for this
purpose is unlawful," Dalglish
said.
The opinion that the scholar.
. ships
are unlawful was re.
affirmed by Austin Cooper,SGA
president, at the Sept. 20th
Board of Trustees meeting. He
acknowledged this opinion again
in his letter of Sept. 20 to A.L.
Beamer, athletics director,
when Cooper decided to con.
tinue the· practice, against the
legal recommendation of Dal.
glish.
Admitting he was well aware
of the opinion of the Assistant
Attorney General, Cooper said
he didn't think anything would

come of it since the funding
had been done in this manner
in the preceeding years.
In a letter to Cooper on March
18 Lloyd Buckles, comptroller,
said he would not process the
SGA scholarship funds because
of the "unlawful" implications.
Both Cooper and President

AUSTIN COOPER
•• ..financing unlawful? •••
James Brooks signed a release
relieving Buckles of the legal
responsibility b e f o r e the
scholarship funds were process.
ed.
Dalglish said that although he
is unable to find a case with
these exact circumstances he
believes it would probably come
under the general heading of
misuse of state funds.

Cooper explained why he had
decided to continue the scholar.
ship program .
"When I made the decision to
discontinue the scholarships I
was unaware of the extent ' of
the committments already made
by the athletic department.
"I decided to give them one
more year to raise funds from
other sources because I felt
ethically bound to do so for
those those athletes who were
promised m o n e y by the
coaches," Cooper said.
The money for project was
taken out of the reserve fund in
the regular SGA budget by
Cooper, B i 1 1 Cotter, SGA.
treasurer said.

9th Cooper sent a letter to the
Athletic Department givingnoti·
fication of the termination o!the
scholarships which flurries of
regret from department mem.
bers.
Beamer said the termination
of the scholarship fund put~
coaches in a difficult position,
since they could offer no money·
when they w e r e recruiting
athletes.
In replying to Coopers letter
Beamer suggested SGA conti.
nue the scholarships since the
State Au~Utor had not .stepped in
yet.
Cooper said he felt it
would be best to discontinue·
the program before the audi.'

tor did step in, creating a!l
embarassing and difficult situa ..
ti on.
According to a report from
the Financial Aids office, ap.
proximately $3 ,500 from alumni
funds and other sources are
used in addition to SGA funds
for the athletic scholarships.
Cooper and Dalgllsh have sug.
gested
that the scholarshi!.l
money be raised completely
through the alumni, booster
elubs and other such organiza.
tions, since there is no legal
question involved in this type of
fund raising and allocation.
(continued on page 2 column 3)

Last spring Cooper said he
gave the legislature a report on
the discontinuation of the
scholarships, including the legal
problems. . No action
was
taken by the legislature at that
time to approve funds for the
scholarships.
Admitting he failed to get the
approval of the legislature, taking action which was beyond his
powers by making the decision
to continue the scholarships,
Cooper said he tentativelyplans
to present the "proposed" ex.
penditure to the legislature Mon.
day, "to get their reaction,"
adding that he was unaware
that any funds for the scholar ..
ships had been released yet.
However, SGA treasurer Cot ..
ter said Cooper had signed the
financial release and that the
scholarship money has been re.
leased.
Last Spring Quarter on April

/
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Speaking Tuesday
Adam Clayton Powell, controversial congressman and
minister, will be a keynote speaker at Central next Tuesday
night in Nicholson Pavllion. ·

Adam Clayton Powell Appears
To Speak of. 'Black America'
Adam Clayton Powell, contro.
versial congressman and mini.
ster, will speak Tuesday at 8
p.m. in Nicholson Pavilion.
Following his talk on ''Black
America," Powell is scheduled
to participate in a question and
answer peri?d·

Hooters .
These typical college males are getting set for the college hootenany Monday night at eight
1n the SUB Ballroom. Featured singing group at the hoot are "Bob and J obn," who w,ere
'Well received at two collegehootenaniesatCentrallast year. The price ls _25c. Those coming_
are asked to bring a plllow or their girl to sit on.

Powell, an Abyssinian Baba
tist minister, author, and con.
gressman, made headlines in the
spring · of 1967 when he was
censored by his fellow legis.
lators and not allowed to occupr
his seat in the house.
Powell was convicted of mis.
use of government funds. He
was also put in contempt of
court when he refused to pay
fineR levied upon him for that
reason.

Powell will be the first of
four big name speakers to visit
Central this year.
Peter Jennings will be on cam.
pus Nov. 12.
Al Capp and
Jim Garrison will be here in
February and April respective.
ly.
The speakers were selected as
a result of a p9ll taken last
spring by Mike Fuller, SGA
executive vice-president, and
Brian Murphy, SGA program .
director.
On the poll was a list of
celebrities. Student~ were ask.
ed to mark those they would
most like to see come to Cen.
tral.
"Powell, Jennings, Capp and
Garrison were the top four
listed," Murphy said.
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'Historians' Need 2.S

Dr.. Behrman Replaces Vernie
This year for the first time
a nurse's clinic for handlinr;
.colds arid other minor ailmerlts
and a clinical laboratory will
be established at the Health
Center, new director Dr. Jack
Behrman said.

Along with facing stiff compe.
now prominent factors in en.
dorsement.
tition in the field a history ma.
jor must also face up to a 2 .5
"Ultimately we would like to
grade point average to be elisee the 2.5 g.p .a. apply to junior
gible for history teaching at the
high also" Dr. Lowther said.
.
At present theg.p.a .for junior
high school level.
Before coming to Central, Dr.
"Too many mediocre teachers
high is 2 .25. "There seems to
Behrman was associated with
are going into the field" said
be more of an intellectual chal.
the health service at the Uni"'
Dr. Lowther of the history de.
lenge in high school than in
versity of Oklahoma where he
partment in answer to the reason
junior high school teaching. In
practiced in an acredited hosp!.
junior high the dominant philo.
for the change. .
tal, complete with laboratory,
"A 2 .5 is a reasonable stan.
sophy is that of the elemen.
x.ray, dietary, pharmacy, and
dard ·for a high school teacher.
tary school and a willingness to
physical therapy faclllties,
A person who is going to teach
sacrifice academic standards
something he hopes to repro.
should be able to get as many
and psychological considera.
duce in the new health center.
B's as C's" Dr. Lowther· add.
tions."
According to Dr. Behrman the
ed.
0At the high school level "com.
new Health Center, to be com.
pleted in about a year, will
petition is much stiffe:-'' Dr.
provide a more total type of
Lowther said. There is a great.
health care which means more
er supply than there ls a de.
Architects drawings for two doctors, a pharmacist. Jabora.
mand for history tea~hers · he
major building projects and honor tory, x.ray, and physiotheraphy
said.
awards for the architecture ot facilities.
Beyond the minimum requir.
the six Bassetti dorms were re- ·
ments in the catalog· several vealed at a Central Board ot
This $405,000 center "would
other factors will now be conbe able to provide the students
Trustees meeting recently.
sidered by the history depart.
with a self.contained medical
A new Technology and Indus·
ment in endorsing history ma .. trial Education Building will re· program under one roof," said
jors going into teaching at the
place current Inadequate facll· Dr. Behrman.
high school level. Areas of
ties behind McConnell Audi·
At present, the health ser.
weakness in history, fitness of
torlum and In Edison Hall. Con· vice must work in close asso.
the program to the curricular
structlon of the building will be·
ciation with private physicians
pattern · of the level applied for,
gin next year with completion and the Kittitas Valley Corri;,;
and relationship to realities of . ·schedule for use in tail ,.qttar•
munity Hospital. The new cen.
··the high school curriculum, are . ter 1970.
ter would provide for th,.P.e doc-(
tors.
·

Board of Trustees
Reveal Drawings .

FLOWERS
For All o ·ccasions
.925-5558
FREE DELIVERY

Ellensburg Floral Shop
307 N. Pearl

New Director.
Dr. Behrman received his B.A. from New York University
and his M.D. from the Cblcago Medical School. He has
had specialty tralnlng In surgery and ,.Psychiatry, done
research In biochemistry, had scientlfic papers published
In various medical journals, been In private practice
for ten years and served as a Medical Officer In the
U.S. Navy.

Two Decisions Conflict

(continued from page 1)
Beamer said he will explore :.
this a venue of raising funds, "
but that funds were needed for ;
this year because he felt he '.
This year though, a nur:>~ · s
was given such short notice.
clinic and clinical -laboratory
He said he was not reallyaware
are to . be established. The
that funds were being cut off
nurse's clinic will provide medi.
until he received the Sept. 20
cine for students wb" havP. colds
letter from Cooper. Display.
and other minor ailments that
cio not require the
ser.vic~s
ing a letter addressed to Beam.
-of a physician~ ·
er, dated April 9 Cooper said,
A clinical laboratory wlll
''Mr. Beamer did receive my
enable the health center to do
letter on April 9th which of.
most of the basic tests includ.
ficially terminated the funding
ing blood counts.
of scholarships.
"We also metatvarious times
Comparing his experience in
since then and havecorrespond.
private practice to working on
ed since then concerning other
campuses Dr. Behrman said,
"I enjoy working with students. methods of fund raising needed ·
as a result of my earlier de.
The age group is stimulating and
I get a sense of satisfaction If · cision on the scholarships,"
Cooper said.
I can help them with some of
The scholarships· given to the
their problems.''
athletes come from the Finan.
cial Aids office where the SGA
funds are transferred.
"Students receiving the funds
must not only be recommended
by the coaches, they must show
a definite financial need for
them," Perry Mitchell, director

SKY CHIEF & FIRE CHIEF ON TAP

of financial aids said.
"The financial requirements
for the · athletic scholarships
are the same as those fora loan
!rom this office. They aren't
hand-outs," Mitchell added.
Mitchell said the average
scholarship given is about $24')
a year.
He said many are
lower and some are higher.
At the Sept. 20 Board of
Trustees meeting Cooper pro.
mised the board that the scho.
mlsed the board that the
scholarships from the SG A funds
would end as of June I, 1969.
Mrs. Frederick Davis, Kirk·
land board member said she had
heard that story before, . ex.
pressing dismay at continua.
tion of the scholarships :ifter
they had previously been cut out . .'
Cooper feels he does have
some reason to think he ts on
safe ground.
"The State Auditors went
through the Central books last .
spring and to my knowledge they ·
made no mention whatsoever
about
the illegality of the
scholarship fundinP' process,"
Cooper said.

WELCOME STUDENT'S
.Watch For Licari's

"STYLES FOR THE
CAMPUS CROWD"
The Roffler
~culptur-l(ut

.Technique
. Appointmenb .

. 925•5141

RED'S TEXACO SERVICE
· 6th & Main Street
Treat your car to our .other services-Lubrication, Tune-Up, motor Overhaul, Steam Cleaning, Brake Service, Electrical, Wheel
Balanclng, etc.

Lo.me

sharp wlih the Razor CUt. Call· _4top, 925..
5141 · for ·aclclltlOllGI Information.

Licarl's·. ,B arber Shop ·
I~ THE Ei.TON H~TEL

.
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ACrier Editorial

Construction Proiects
Haunt Entire Campus

Cooper Goofs
We deplore the decision of Austin Cooper, SGA president,
to unlawtully fund ·the athletic scholarship program.
He not only unlawfully used the funds for scholarships,
he also arrogantly and presumptuously released $ 3,500
from the SG A reserve fund, an act not within his power.
The .release of that money was, and is, a legislative
decision, not within his jurisdiction.
Cooper explained his action by saying he could do
whatever he wanted . with about 99 per cent of the budget
while making innocuous remarks about a round-the-world tour.
Is he correct? Is this the way Central's SGA handles the
$156,000 budget. We doubt it, or at least we doubt that
this is the way it ls supposed to be.

..__ ..
-~

HOW ARD SHUMAN
•••NEW DIRECTOR•••

Shuman Takes

DEMAND REASSESSMENT

We respectfully demand that the SGA legislators reasses
the relationship of the President to the legislature and
bis obligation to them.. Furthermore, we ask that his
decision be reversed, since in terms of legislative proceedure it was an illegal action, therefore not binding.
When Mr. Cooper made the decision there was no
consultation with other legislative officials.
Mr. Cooper has demonstrated by his action, that he
has no concern, only contempt, for the legislative process
and the rights of students. He has further shown by his
statement saying he will bring the matter up at the next
SG A meeting "to get their reaction," that he bas complete
disrespect for legislators, their decisions and their right
to make decisions.
UNACCEPTABLE EXCUSE

We are upset with the excuses given for the continuation
ol. the Scholarships. A. L. Beamer, athletic director,
gave the most appalling excuse ~ all.
He reasoned that in addition to the committments already
made, the scholarships should be continued because the
state auditor had not stepped in yet.
We congratulate Mr. Cooper tor displaying some degree
of intelligence in perceiving that a delay until the state
auditor did step in could create an embarrassing and
dltficult situation.
We cannot agree with the excuse for continuation that
not enough notice was given. The question of legality
has been with the program for at least three years. A
little forethought should have revealed that the termination
of SGA tunded scholarships would occur in only a matter
of time.
Even if the legal question had not come up until April
9th when Mr. Cooper officially terminated the funding
program we st111 feel that sufficient notice was given.
First of all, the termination in April left almost a year
for funds to be raised. The athletic department had six
months before any money was needed. secondly, they acquire
about $3,500 from other legal sources which could have
lasted approximately half· way through Winter Quarter, 1969.
We feel notice was sufficient.
UNDUE PRESSURE
Although 'W8 acknowledge the fact that Mr. Beamer has
been working to raise funds from other sources, as demon·
strated by the exhibition Western-Central game in Yakima,
we are disturbed by the method he employed to receive
funds for this year.
He was given notice of the finance termination on
April 9th and to our knowledge he did not notify any of the
scholarship recipiants that there would be no funds available.
Consequently he was able to present Mr. Cooper with
$3,500 in committments just prior to the start of school,
leaving the burden on Cooper's shoulders.
He openly admits he knew he would not be able to raise
the funds by Fall .Q uarter. Kno~~ this, he 'hould have
informed the athletes affected.
j
. .
\. .

Director's Job
A present
University of
Washington staffer will takeover
the duties of director of the of
fice of information Oct. 6.
Howard Shuman, a native of
Yakima, is presently the broad.
ca$t manager of information
services at the U. of W.
Shuman was ap:pointed by a
meeti~
of
the board of
trustees recently.
Three other administrativeot.
ficers aid three· new faculty
members were also appointed
at this time. · They were Dr.
John L. Purcell, director o!.
institutional research;
Dr.
Robert E. Krebs, director ot
research and development am.I
associate
professor of ed.
ucation; and Andrew Jack Drl.
scoll, assistant to the dean d.
graduate studies.

Central is expanding by leaps
and bounds with the additional
parking
lots and buildings
scattered all around the campus.
Parking capacity will soon be
increased by 538 spaces due to
parking lots now completed
south east of Nicholson Pavilion
and south of · 14th street at
Maple, plus two others soon to
be completed.
St111 under constructi.on is a
parking lot between Hertz Music
Hall and the railroad that will
have a capacity of 340 spaces,
260 for students and eighty for
faculty and staff.
Presently ·under construction
ea.st of the library is a lot
that will enlarge by 90 spaces.
Among the new buildings that
are presently ready for use are
the science building and the
student village complex.
The science building, located
north of the railroad tracks and
west of CarmodyandMunrodor.
mitories, will be in use this fall;
even though additional labora.
t<;>ry equipment will be added
during the year.
The Student Village, com:
prised of freshman and co-op
dorms and student apartments,
is located at 14th and Alder
behind Nicholson Pavilion.
Other buildings presently un.
der construction are the admini• .
stratton annex, fine and applied .
arts building, and the addition

to the student union building .
The administration annex, due
for completion in February,
1969, is directly behind the
present administration building,
Barge Hall. The fine and ap.
plied arts building, which will
be ready for use in March of
1969, covers nearly an entire
block between 13th avenue and
Kennedy, Jennie Moore, and An..
derson dorms.
The new student union build.
ing, which will house variety
of activity areas, is in the early
stage of construction behind the
present SUB.
An additional campus project
will involve the construction of
a walk}vay and mall where Walnut Avenue is presently situated.
Walnut
will temporarily be
blocked off at the canal and
the Urtan RenP-wal Development
program will eventually con.
struct ~ walkway north of that
area.
When sufficient funds are ap.
propriated by the college, the
walkway and mall will extend
from 8th avenue to 12th.
The digging in the streets will
continue for a while longer as
a steam loop and phase I of a
chiller loop are installed.
The steam loop, which will
warm students on cold winter
days, will be along D~- Street,
14th, and Walnut and ·wm be
finished in October of this fall.

a

/

ANNUAL FALL.

SPORTSWEAR SALE!
We've Made A Special Purchase From A Famous West
Coast Sportswear Maker. You'll Recognize The Labels.

SAVE UP TO 50% & MORE

e PULLOVERS
e CARDIGANS
e SKIRTS
'

'

e PANTS

r

OPPOSE UNLAW.fUL PRACTICE
Although we have never reli~ the idea ot SGA giving
scholarships only to athletes, and. not to -other students
whose need is as great, we are not aP..tnst athletic scholar·

ships.
.
We do oppose the unlawtul use of state funds for this
purpose.
We will accept some of the burden by publicizing fund
raising events for a new funding program, in order that the
scholarships may be continued with other funds, but 'W8
adamantly OPPose the continuation of the present system.
We are hoping, -no - demanding that the SGA legislature take immediate action Vtbich will correspond to the
LEGAL recommendation of Tom Dalglish, Assistant to the
Attorney General.
The Board of Trustees has been confronted with this
problem. We awlaud their earlier action to let the student
government representatives handle their own affairs.
However, since the legal question is involved we urge
tbe board to watch the situation very closely. If students
do not have the intellect and courage to correct the present
unlawful situation we urge the board to very strongly
"suggest" that the program · be immediately discontinued.
0

J_,RB

$699 & $899

Special Groups Of Wool
Double Knits & Orlons In One
& two Piece OressesSweaters & Skirts

s13'9

CHARGE rr
AT
BERRY'S

EACH

..,,,·

, _,~

~~~--

•. , .

J

.· ")r1·,.-.,~

~u · · ~

m·r . . ':I

:(· ..; •., , .'\'\
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Crftij-,sP0Tt1GHTs 0P-1N10N
We Endorse

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

On-Campus Retreats

For the first time the annual retreats for new students
usually held wekends off-campus and involving about 40
students, were held on campus, and involved practically
every freshman at Central.
The value of new student retreats has been recognized
for many years. Participating students are able to gain
a keener insight into the more intrinsic values of an education. They are able to meet faculty and student leaders
in a warm informal atmosphere.
Also, they are exposed and usually stimulated by a new
and exciting concept-why? Why am I here? Why am I
the type of person I am today, and why, can't I be a new
completely ,~ifferent individual tom?rrow?
Worthwhile changes in attitudes and lives have been
noted in past. retreatso This year, with a larger numher
of students .involved~ even more worthwhile changes were
bdund to occur, and did occur o

This was due to the emphasis by dorm officers to establish
identification with the dorm and identification ~ indivi·
duals with themselves.
In some dorms, such as Carmody and Muzzall, attendance

was not mandatory, so students were present primarily
. _because they wanted to be.
Also non-existent at these dorms were beanies and other
items which alienate frosh from other dorm members.
These two innovations were con~ucive to a freer, more
oPSn and flexible atml)sphere, Which in turn was m11re
conducive to a greater learning experience.

Nixon-H,umphrey for Sheriff?
On the national scene, the
biggest news story of the day
is- who would make the best
sheriff, Nixon or Humphrey?
Humphrey, back in his prime,
made a fair reputation for him.
self by cleaning up the crime
situation in the wild and wooly
town of Minneapolis.
He also proved he wasn't
afraid to face up to pretty tough
odds back at the Democratic

We congratulate those , residence hails for the quality
of their on-campus retreat and orientation program this
year and express hope t~at more of these programs will
be carried on in the future.
\

Also to be congratulated-the SGA officers, Residence
Hall Senate and involved faculty members for their interest
in the welfare of Central students and for their efforts
in making new student week a success.

order into this troubled land,
and get rid of all this sin and
corruption.
There are no statements about
Vietnam, the economy, civil
rights, or any of the scores of
problems facing the nation.
They're avoiding the issue,
you say? They don't have
answers for these other prob.
lems, so they are trying to
focus attention on this other
matter. Good politics, you say?
But this prolonged talk of
taking tougher stands against
demonstrators everywhere, and
the inference of less permis.
siveness in dealing with the
grievances of the minoritiescould this possibly avert and
hinder the goals of justice and
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Food Service Corp.
Gives First Picnic
Monday evening saw a new
first for the food service at
Central.
Under the direction of Dave
Johnson, who joined the food ser.
vice staff late last year as food
production
co-ordinator, ap.
proximately 3,300 students were
served dinner outside in the
balmy fall Ellensburg weather,
The menu included fried
chicken (prepared the day be.,
fore), potato salad, · and an
assortment of relishes. The
cost for preparing and serving
the picnic was approximately
the same cost required for 3
regular dinner meal.
Twelve outdoor serving loca.
tions were chosen according
to the number of students in
. various dorm areas.
At 5
p .m ., six trucks delivered food
to half of the locations, and
40 minutes later the rest of
the food was in place for student consumption.

A giant step forward was taken this week at Central,
due primarily to the efforts of a small group of individuals
who crare a great deal about other individualso

In some dorms, however, there was very little change
noted in the attitudes and lives of its freshmen. In others
the fros·h were inspired by the exchange of ideas that took
place when their dorm was visited by a speaker, or
when they took part in group discussions.

1

Nixon ·.
convention of 1948whenhefaced
down the Dixiecrat gang headed
by Strom Thurmond.
But a few years ago, the old
fighter hung up his guns, ap.
parently for good. Now he's
taking his rusty guns off the
shelf once more, but after all
these years, does he still have
what it takes?
Nixon never did establish
much of a reputation as a sher ..
iff who could keep his cool under
fire, but one has to admit, he
does seem a lot surer of him.
self of late.
You say these guys AREN'T
running for sheriff? That can't
be right. I can show you state.
ments from all their speeches
in recent weeks. They're all
filled with comments on how
they're going to restore law and

iq Ml~" .

Humphrey
equal oportunity in the United
States?
And meanwhile, what ABOUT
Vietnam, the economy and civil
rights?
WHS

Coffee Offer
Good coffee and conservation
are offered in Muzzall hall.
Everyone is invited. Call 963.
1123 for additional information.

The students served them.
selves and various dorm re.
presenta.tives were responsible
for setting up the tables, dismantling them, and cleaning U!.l
tre areas after the students
had finished eating.

Opinions
To the Editor:
I would like to make a CQm·
ment on the SGA Faculty Evalu·
ations, Which have been printed
an~ are on sale now. By reading
the booklet, one gets the impression that those instructors who
-were not evaluated or marked
with an asterisk refused to par.
tlcipate in the pall. This is
correct in most cases, but not
100 per cent. There were several small errors in our process,
and a few professors were not
evaluated who had asked to be.
Also, in compiling the data for
the printer, a few mechanical
errors "wiped out" a very few
evaluations. So, there were a
few professors who were willing
to be in the evaluation, but were
not listed because of errors by
SGA staff.
,
The SGA would like to have
reactions from all members of
the academic community students, · faculty and administration-on the worth of the evaluation, the methods used, and if it
should be continued in the future.
We invite all comments and reac·
tionso
Austin Cooper
SGA President

Letters Welcome
Letters to the Crier editor are
always welcomed,-but they must
be typed, double spaced, and signed. Deadline date for the letters
is Monday before Friday's publicationo
Student editors have the author·
ity to accept, reject and edit all
letters and to decide treatment of
.the letters as to space allotment,
page placement, head size and
time of publication.
Letters should be no longer than
150 words in length and no unsigned letters will be accepted.
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2,000 ·Years Young

At the ::,ame time, he pointed
out that never before has he ob. .
served the degree of religious
interest that he observes in thf'
young people of today. A year
ago, Roman Catholic theologian,
Michael Novak, made an identi.
cal observation. Atfirst glance,
th1::se two observations appear
contradictory - but· closer
examination suggests they are
not.
Involvement in institutional
religion is dependent upon the .

Several reasons why young
;>eople might indeed be more
religious but at the same time
less committed to institutional
religion are suggested. The
most obvious is that institu.
tional religion is not understood
by youth today. On the other
hand, it is possible that young
people understand institutional
religion very well and find it
lacking in significance, either

By Carolyn Duff

because it has not led them to
ask th~ relig~ous questions, or
possibly, because institutiona!
religion is not assuming the
leadership for good and justice
that is expected of it by our
more serious thinking youth.
Thus, they feel thatinstitutional
religion has ceased to be truly
religious; that is, - it has failed
to assume its traditional respon.
sibility.
In the weeks to follow we
.shall attempt to explore this
issue in some detail through a
careful examination of the
:theology of traditional Chris.
iuanity in order to consider what
meaning it might have for the
young, intellectually curious in.
dividual and also, how it re.
lates to what is most fr~quent.
ly observed as contemporary
institutional religion.
Your response, be it challenge
or questioning( is welcomed.

MARK MUSICK
The events of the Democratic Convention stage in
Chicago several weeks ago have resulted in sensitive
and explosive reactions.
Television cameramen shocked a nationofhome-Viewrs
with scenes of unexpected and extreme police brutality
toward newsmen, delegates to the convention, members
d. various campaign organizations, and an estimated crowd
of 15,000 "youths," assembled in Chicago to witness
democracy in action.
In an attempt to unravel the mystery surrounding the
events of August 26-29, we have asked Mark Musick
(junior at Central), to relate his experiences in Chicago
during the Democratic Convention.
Mark attended the convention with a member of the
Washington -delegation and was able to obtain first-hand
knowledge of what transpired both inside and outside
convention hall. (The following excerpts were taken from
several conversation.s with Mark and from notes he
made during the convention.)
"The main point is the excesses police went to in
cars pulled over and began
harrassing and clubbing
to argue and harrass them."
people.''
Another instance involving
"The greatest number of
police
brutality came after
Yippies in Chicago was about
it was reported that objects
200. The highest number of
demonstrators was 15,000, · had been thrown from the
window of the 15th floor Mc·
including m e m b e r s of
Carthy headquarters in a
Women's Strike for Peace,
Chicago hotel.
Ministers Concerned for
Vietnam, Students for Me"Windows ot the rooms had
e arthy, and the general pub- been closed and locked on
lic. Previous to the Chicago
the request of the manageConvention, 1000 demonstrament an hour before the
tors were trained as marp01ice arrived. The police
shalls to control the crowds.
went through the lobby of the
There were an estimated
hotel beating and clubbing
30,000 cops, paratroopers,
people. They cleared out
and National Guardsmen.
one of the McCarthy rooms
"I don't know why they
where a party was being held
called them riots. The defand then went into another
McCarthy room across the
inition of riOts includes
people going through the
hall · where people were
streets reeking havoc and desleeping an<l dragged them
struction. The only ones
out of bed. It's kind of
odd that if these people were .
wreeking havoc and destruction in the streets were the
sucli criminals, why weren't
police.
any of them arrested?"
Senator McGovern's secAs the controversy over
retary was clubbed across
police action during the Demthe mouth when she stooped
ocratic
Convention conto help a girl who lay beattinues, it is expected that
guttero An aide to the Wash·
the truth will become harder
ington delegation was beaten
and harder to distinguish
to the floor and kicked by
from what certain hard-core
members of the Democratic
a policeman before he was
Party are attempting to sell
finally rescued. Former
Washington gpvernor Roselthe public. But, as everyone
lini was returning· to his
knows, it has cost them an
hotel with five other deleelection and possibly any
gates about 6 a.om. after
control over the. future of the
breakfast when two police
Democratic party.

A Simple Desultory Philippic
by Randall Bach

WILL JOHN ASK MARY TO
GO STEADYll??
Stay tuned for previews of
next week's exciting
episode JU
The greys and greens of
smoke were rising from Hill
No. 848; and ~n was now
quiet • • • K·K·K·L-L-v t
Thunder shm. a.cru~~ the
blackening South Vietnamese
skies enveloping the qui~
into a somber tomb.
The silent discord, so
shortly lived, · would not,
could not exist, even in this
isolated eternity of jungle.
And as the black skies wandered aimlessly toward the
jungles, PFC Norman Whit•
more (61965842.J) wandered
aimlessly toward the men of
the lOlst Airborne, D Company, which he had grown so
close to in · the past few
months. Even though few' of
them would have dared call
''Gregs" their friend they
were · seemingly the only.
friends that Norman had ever
had. And so, the stinging
wound in the left side of his
abdomen was painless, com·
. pared to the grief he felt
for the rest of his company
~ -all dead. Hmph. Through
,the mucky, dank air and
smoke, his tearing eyes lo:cated
"Sarge" humped
among a pile of vc and,
further away, Lt. Sombers,
cut in two by rifies in his
'attempted escape while the
·rest ···of the company had
"held their ground." He
·sp0tted Mackie's hand lying
in a .PoOl of stagnant water.
and blood. He recognized
it only by the white ring on
bis one finger. But that was

'6-nty his hand. ••
Whitmore .
( 61965842J)
staggered, half·blind in sickness, to a bunker and threw
himself in. A fury and wrath
had pressured itself to the
point of explosion within him
as the incessant tears looked upon what used to be a
part of humanity, nowstrung
out over a barren, muddy
hill-Hill No. 848; Dak To,
South Vietnam.
"goddam thlS WARI I l"
He mumbled something to
his Lord (or at least what
he used to have faith in);
and the tears kept comingo
"Why in hell~ •• ~w, to hell
with everythingt" Tears,
burying themselves, along
with his face, into tho mud
and blood of this earth's open
sore.
''heyl heyi bac si? Bae si?"
Whitmore startled back to
reality as he realized that
he was not alone. VC. He
reached for his M· 16 and
buried himself deeper into
the mud, waiting, alone •••
"beyl heyl bac si? chin hue
bac si?"
And a lone Viet Cong
emergad from ·~he smoke on
the other side of t~ hill.
He) too, badly woundedo ••
"HOLD IT RIGHT THEREU
Goddam you lousy Congl"
The hatred built inside
Whitmore urged him to kill
but-he Waited. The VC was
badly bruised, missing one
ear, with a left hand smash·
ed. His clothes were old;
.he looked underfed, weak, in
need of a doctor and, especialb'.._ . h~Uwked unarmed.
Norman thought "po not this
time," after all, ' be was a
man too.
"Sayl You alone?"
"Che kopa mandin" . . ; /
"Sorry, can't underst~d a
thing you're sayin"
J
"Ba<' si?"

"Doctor? Yeah, I need one
too. It looks like you guys
got cut down pretty well,
too. You the only one left,
huh? Tough break, this lousy
war ••• SayJ What's your
name? Mina's-"
Tne Oriental curiously
eyed this beast of a man
With a half smile on hisfaceo
Trusting him, he reached
inside his coat. • •
"rnine's Whitmore, but you
can call me- • ·hoLD IT o
DON'T REACH FOtt • ·"
The VC's arm remained
inside his coat as Whitmore
· ( 61965842.J)
instinctively
pulled his triggero • othe
machine still controlled his
rifle, for Whitmore was
trained well: NEVER TRUST
THE ENEMY IN ANY SITUATION • . THEY HAVE NO
FE.ELlNGS
EXCEPT TO
KILL. And so Whitmore was
proud of himself upon his
quick reaction amidst his
emotional frenzy.
"This S.OoB. tried to trick
mel" he thought as he waked
over to the body. "I 'o/Onder
what kind of wea- • -Hmpho
His wife·, I bet. • .and I
thought. • •"
The tears
again reappearedo Thunder
shot across the now blackening South Vietnamese
skies, enveloping his tears
into a somber wmb. His eyes
widened. "wHATll?? Gen.era! MacArthurU password?
Yes, sirl Right this way,
sir! Follow me sirl"
And PFC Norman Whit·
more (61965842.J) marched
off the hill, drawing his pis·
tol from bis side as he walk·
ed into the eternity of jungle,
and, cocking the ham mer,
The greys and greens of
smoke were rising from Hlll
N~ U~
200? $00 liws
lost to preserve life, but "To
bell with life." quoth the
ravenous Whitmore evermore~

p.._. S

Sees It

By Gil Splett
Lutheran Campus Minister

conviction that the church is a
relevant and significant force
for good and justice in our
society. Religious interest on
the other hand, is dependent upon
a serious asking of those ques.
tions concerning the meaning of .
life. The religious person is ·
one who consciously steps back
to examine his own life and the
lives of others in an effort to
understand what it means to be
a human being.

1968

As Musick

ALook at Contemporary Christianity

About a year and one half
ago we had Bishop Pike on our
campus. In a dinner address
. to a· group of faGulty members,
Bishop Pike stated that insti.
tutional religion is in trouble.
. His primary indication of that
situation was based upon
evidence that indicates the
church is not involving the youth
in our society.

2~,
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Waiting
A tamlllar scene at Nicholson Pavllion was that of large number·s of students goµig through
registration. Registration went smoothly for a large number of students, particularly seniors
who registered. For the late freshmen however, the process took a little longer.

Regstration Efficiency Amazes
by VICKI F ALKENBURY
want, at the hour they do not
Central is one of the most
want and with the professors
efficient campuse~in the entire
they do not pref er. lt is amaz.
state of Washington. This is
ing that this can be done in a
most noticablc as one goes
time of so much confusion in
through the well-ordered pro.
the world.
cess of registration.
For the male student on cam.
Few other schools in this state
pus, Central's registration sys.
have a similar method of re.
tern ends the bothersome ques.
gistration. This not only in.
tion of the draft. They no
eludes the small junior colleges,
longer need to wonder if they
but it also includes such large
' will be drafted or not. Regis· institutions as the University . tration takes care of this matter
of Washington.
by throwing courses out of se.
Central has once again scored
quence and making the draft
another first in the state. Most
inevitable.
other colleges and universities
Not only is Central's method
in this state use the outdated of registration efficient, it also
method of pre-registration. It
saves thousands of dollars which
is sad to think of the fate of
can be better utiliZed for new
those students at the other state
buildings. There is nothing as
institutions as they progress
lovely as the silence of an empty
through their confused registra • . classroom in a new buildings.
ti on methods.
The classrooms are empty,
They are forced to accept
of course, because registration
classes they want at the hour
insures that no one will be
they want them and even with
allowed to get into the new build.
the professors they prefer.
ings. After all it would mess
Without any trouble to the up the floors to have students
registrar's office, Central has
walking on them. This cuts
guaranteed that each student will
down the cost of janitorial ser.
not receive the classes they
vice and saves more money.

Be Sure And Check
Your
In the tradition of Nob Hill.
But spiced
with the spirit of the Barbary Coast.

Ca111bridge Classics
with Fartrel®
Cambridge Classics are very San Francisco. Urbane. with clean lines
and crisp tailoring. Authentic styling. with up-to-the-minute colors
and patterns. Fortrel®polyester and cotton. 14.50 and under. For a list of
nearby stores. write Box 2468. South San Francisco. California 94080.

TREASURE HUNT!
NUMBER
CHOICE OF'LADIES' OR MEN'S

It is rumored, however, that
all this efficiency will end in a
few short years. By the time
male freshman students are re.
turning from their hitch in th~
Army there will be computer.
ized registration.
No longer will these unfor.
tunate stQdents be allowed to
stand in line for hours at the
beginning of each quarter to get
acquainted with one another.
The inefficient machine will take
all the pleasure out of the lives
of students and force them to
graduate in four years.

Yearbooks Colled
Dust ~t Barge Hall
Students who purchased a
last year, but didn't
pick it up can stlll do so~
The books can be picked up
at the Information oftic~, Barge
Hall 309, during regular of·
flee hours.
At this time no books wlll
be sold to students who did
not buy one last year. Only
students who already purchased
one can obtain it at the In·
formation office.
ye~book

s~TUDENT

HELP
WANTED.
PART-TIME
OR

FULL TIME

Phone:
Glen McLean
I

/·

968-340.5

/

Brooks Greets Student$
Cooper, Stresses Cooperation
In his welcoming speech to
students President Brooks said
Central is "entering a new
period of development.''
In the last seven years at.
mvSt everything has changed and
tripled in size, he said, but
the "next seven years to 1975
should feature slower enroll.
ment growth, greater consoli.
elation, stronger emphasis on
quality and more serious con.
sideration Of the responsibility
ot. the college to its society."
"Colleges assist you in a!l
education process that is largely
selt-directed; a process that you
must show the desire, effort,
anq
obligation to maintain
throughout life," Brooks said.
Brooks went on to point out
that students can assist this
college with a mature attitude
about education.
This ts not only because our
college is changing, for educa.
tion is changing too."
He concluded by speaking of.
the op~ortunities students have
for learning, and said "the re.
wards for learning are almost
without number in this rapidly
changing and highly competitive
world.''

When the necessity for change
came, students, faculty, aoo
'administration worked out pro.
blems together.
Objectives of the student body
he said are to, "seek author8
·tty over those matters that co1»
c~rn us exclusively, · and joint
authority with the facuity and
administration over those mat..
ters that concern the - entire
academic community."
He defined .the relationship
with
the administration as
''pleasant, productive, and ede .
u cational" but went on to add
the relationship with faculty has
not been as successful. Parta
icipation in the Faculty Senate
which has control over the ac..
ademic process has not been
complete.
. C:_'?.9_~r went on to say a re.
quest for a spokesman in the
Senate would be "pushed with
much greater vigor and em.
phasis this year than in the
past."
Said Cooper"If we seek power,
it is not for power's sake, but
rather for the sake of a better
environment to pursue that en.
counter between an individual
and ideas-· that encqunter which
we call education.''

Austin Cooper, SGA. President
noted a process of change tak.
ing place in American colleges
and at Central in his speech
at the convocation Saturday.
' "The Four Below Zero" are
C~ntral has not experienced
playing tonight in the SUB.. Ban..·
riots or violent protests be. room. Sponsored by the pep
cause there has been no need
staff._ admission is $1 and $1. 75
for them he explained.
for couples.

; "Four Below" Plays

Students May
·Buy Insurance ·
From September to Septem.
ber, 24 hours a day, a Central
student is covered by student
insurance at home, school, or
while traveling.
- -Prior to registration students
automatically have coveragefor
travel from home to Central•
At registration they may de•
clirie coverage for the rest of
the year by returning. the
waiver card
or pay $22.60
for continued coverage.
To date, 60 per cent of Cen.
tral's students are covered by
the insurance which last year
paid $34, 758.53, or all of !Jle.
claims incurred.
Benefits include hospital, sur.
glcal, and medical services, and
up to $1,000 foraccidentaldeath
or dismemberment.
In additio.n to student cover.
age, the plan also provides for
dependent wives, or dependent
wives and children at separate
rates.
To file a claim, . a student
.should report imm eciiafely to the
Student Health Center in the
event of accident or sickness.
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Put a Wildcat
In Your Pocket !
NBW's Student Checking Accounts put a Wildcat in your ·
pocket. Budget checks with the
Wildcat and your name plus a
hands_ome Wildcat checkbook
cover, take the snarl out of check
cashing! Your cancelled checks are
the pu rr-fect way to keep track of t
school expenses. Put a Wildcat in
your pocket at NBW's ·College Banking
Center, right across from the campus.

'At your service
COLLEGE
BANKING Ci)* CENTER

YOUR
COLLEGE
BOOKSTORE
·D on't Miss Out
STOP In Often And

..,/'

CAMPUS PACK
IS COMING
M WITH
U.:>
OIL

RUGGED
PROOF I
.SOLES

\. •. ~\ 1~~
Cold weather doesn't faze this
( ·--'- :~ :~
rugged 9-inch Wolverine Sport,
• \ ·
boot. ·
New Durables sole and
J.;..J\_,.~,
1
heel. are oil proof. Top quality, full '.
..~ . __
' grain leather tops shrug off water, mud, and
acids. Lightweight, too! If it's Wolverine®, it's
built for action.
SIZES 6% TO 13
Also Rubber Insulated
!Women's Hiicing Shoes $14.95. Boots In All Sizes And Styles,
' Sizes 5 To 10
.
.
.

WHILE THEY LAST

-OPE.N ·7:30 a.m.- 8 p.m. Monday thru Friday
1 Q a.m.-5 p.m. Saturday

- -r :'-···--• -•I • "ll"VV

rag•

0

New School, New Friends, Provides Excitement.

• •

\\'.~

\ .. "\\,\

Here Con1e the FreshmenA.s in previous years new
freshmen were greeted
cer.
moniously on opening day with
optimistic speeches by college
dignataries and ornamented be.
anies by upperclassmen.
Inspiring speeches at the con.
vocation revealed to freshmen
the necessity of education in a
changing and challenging world.
In his speech to students, SGA
President,Austin _Cooper pointed
to the change which has drifted.
to Central. Students are now al.
lowed greater involvement and ·

participation in controling their
education. He concluded that this
ls a place to have a really re.
levant and significa.nt educatiolllll
education. He concluded that
"this is a place to have a really
relevant and significant educat.
ional experience.''
Freshman also listened aoo
discussed contemporary sulx.
jects with each other and fac.
ulty members during retreats
in residence halls all over cam.
pus.
The few sprinkles of education

ideals and challenges freshmen
absorded from speeches and dis.
cuss ions was not enough to come
pare with a three day drenching
of dorm chants, dorm beanies,
dorm dances, dorm nametags,
and dorm rules. ,,.
Hand in hand, freshmen could
be found almost anywhere at any.
time participating in "library
tours, watermelon feeds, dances
and other activities designed to
initate them to college life at
Central.

(all photos by John Gladney)
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First Week Also Time For Learning, Growth

Students Learn at Retreats
A new innovation in new stud.
ent week this year was on cam.
pus retreats. During the rev
treats student body officers and
faculty members visited the dif,.
f erent residence halls, speaking
to the new students and taking
part in discussion groups.
The idea for the retreats grew
out of the evaluations taken of
last years frosh retreat held in
hidden valley.

Members of SGA, RHS, plus a
number of faculty members met
weekly for a great number of
weeks
to plan the retreat.
The speakers welcomed the
new students, informed them ·of
valuable information concerning
Central such as registration in.
formation, and the duties of st_uds.
ent body .officers.
They also posed questions to
the students, and lectured on the
more intrinsic aspects of coL.

lege.
In the discussion afterward,
students were encouraged to be
very open and ask about any.
thing they would like to know.
Some residence halls respon~
ed more favorably than others to
the program, but for the most
part, tl e retreats provided a
pleasant break from the march.
ing escorting and other items
that were also a part of new
student week.

,,,,.(j

(all photos by John Gladney)

•.ct
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French Police
Bully
By Carolyn Duff

I

My first introduction fu' .
Parisian police action came
one afternoon in June while
I was sitting in a London
youth hostel. While I had
believed that the "Mai" Rev.
olution was a thing of the
past, BBC newsmenrevealed
that DeGaulle's militia was
performing as usual. Over
the tube came pictures of
pollcemen throwing tear gas
into small crowds of people
before they broke them up
:With b1lly clubs and gun butts.

After Tug
Panting profusely, these tired Whitney men are congratulated for their efforts ·by their team
capt~ (right). Winners of the annual frosh tug of war were Sparks and Meisner. Meisner
Hall was also last year's champions.

Call anywhere
in this small area

for

destination can give one a .
rather · insecure feeling.
Fortunately I was not forced
to participate in any of· the
friendly skirmishes between
police and civilians, but on
the streets one could see
many who wore the results
of their struggles.
After a trip south to
southern France and Spain,
I returned to Paris. It was
stm several days before Bas.
tille Day, the French Fourth
of July, but the grey uniforms
had become prominent, as
It was only several days
had the red clad students.
later that I arrived in Paris
Blood was let on the streets
myself. Being adventurous, of the Left Bank as Bastille
I and my companion set out celebrations increased in in·
for the Latin Quarter, Left tensity. Policemen charged
Bank, St. Michel, and i.-i gen. groups of people in an attempt
eral, the birth place of the to suppress those who felt
modern French Revolution. that liberation had not yet
been obtained.
Several things became im·
The next day in the United
mediately apparent. Even States Embassy and Orly airthough DeGaulle's party was port I talked with several
winning the first round of the people who had decided that
French National Eelctions, the Paris cops were not to
dissent yet had its say. At be played with. In the Em.
· t:ha£'time two buildings of bassy three American· felthe University of Paris still lows came in, weary.eyed and
carried the "Red" flag of the rather frightened looking.
French Communist Party, They were demanding that the
the medical and faculty build•. vice.consular attempt to lo.
ing.
cate their missing fourth who
had been carried away in a
After a stroll through the police van the night before.
Latin Quarter where we were They had been walking down
staying, we decided to be St. Michel when they were
tourists and take a look at rushed by a group of mm.
the monument of religion, tia who carried their friend
the Notre Dame. In front of off. Unfortunately he did not
the
gigantic, buttressed have his passport on his
cathedral is a rather large person at the time and hadparking lot. On the 25th of no way of proving that he
June this parking lot was was not a rebellious French
full of blue and grey police student or mercenary from
vans. The blue denotes the another country. I never did
regular cops, the grey, spe. discover whether he was
cial com bat troops. The grey found or not.
won out. Uniformed beings
I have come to the con.
stood, sat, piayed cards, clusion that policemen are
waiting for some action. alike the world over and that
There were approximately large governmental bodies
on-e hundred vans, each cap. are universally against any.
able of holding approximately one attempting to tamper with
20 armed policemen.
the system. I wasn't in
Prague and I wasn't in Chica.
Sitting at a sidewalk cafe
go, but from what I read and
and watching twenty or thirty
hear there is reason for re.
grey vans go by towardsome
hellion.

FOREIGN CAR
SERVICE
And DOMESTI~
Cal I coast to coast ...
Maine to Florida ... Oregon
to New Mexico ... anywhere in the continental
United States. And all it
costs is 75 cents or less

-

for three minutes-if you
dial the call yourself.
(Shorter distances cost
proportionately less.)
The only restriction is

that you call between
midnight and 7 AM any
day of the week.
And you thought long distance was exp~nsive?

Ellensbur_
g Telephone Co.

Kawasaki _Motorcycles

'.INDEPENDENT
.

603 Main

REPAIR

Au10
925.:5539
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COLLEGE WELCOME DANCE
•

1

•

••

c....

''II ~

:Featuring The

. JOINT ASSEMBLY .
•. :W EDNESDAY, OCTOBER_.2 ••• 9 p.m. to MIDNIGHT .

IN THE PLAZA.
:PICK UP YOUR NUMBER

;

.

ATTHE DANCE
FOR THE

TREASURE HUNT
Thursday - Friday - Saturday
Sponsored By The Chamber of Commerce
CAMPUS BEAUTY PARLOR·

NORTH STATIONERS

To Please The Lively Generation ·
IN THE PLAZA 925-9595

111 E. 4th

NATIONAL BANK
Of WASHINGTON

LUNDSTROM PAINT
&GLASS
414-416 N. Pine

925-;29SO

CAMP.US RECORD SHOP
All Popular & Classical -Records
IN THE PLAZA 925-9854

8th & CHESTNUT 925-5353

OSTRANDER DRUG
120 E. 4th

.M ONTGOMERY-WARD'S .
118 E 4th

J & J JEWELERS
IN THE PLAZA

925-2944

962-9851

COAST-TO.· COAST

925-2661

4th & Pine

.MARGARET'S

925-2588

Fashions Finest
IN THE PLAZA 925-9·737

ELLENSBURG HARDWARE

MODERN 'PHOTO

WRANGLER STEAK
HOUSE

IN THE PLAZA

202 N. PINE

925-9227

IN THE PLAZA

PENNEY'S
417-419 N. PINE 925-2992

.D ARI GOLD

Fresh Dairy Products At Your
Store or At Your Door

925-1055

962-9696
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Gridders Edge Western,AwGit Whitworth
Coming ofl a 14-7 vtctOri
over Western Washington tn'
last week's season opene~, Cen·
tral's grid team will be at.
home tomorrow to take on the
W'hitworth Pirates. The game
will begin at 1:30 p.m. at Tom·
Unson Field.
Last week, Whitworth lost to·
defending
champion Eastern
Washington by a lopsided score
of 26-0. Head coach for the
Pirates this year is Rolland
Robbins.

ful leaping catch on the one '
yard line · and fell into the en~ ,
zone.
The first half was all defense
with neither team being able to
move the balL Western. scored
first in the third quarter when
quarterback Steve Kearby scor·
ed on a 15 yard run.
The
Wlldcats came back in the four·
th quarter to tie it up when
Kochel scored from the one.
Kochel went all the way at
quarterback. for the Wildcats,
completing 19 passes !or an
even 100 yards. Ron Holness
was the leading ground gainer .
for Central, gaining 56 yards
in 18 carries. Steve Hertling
carried the ball 19 times for
a total of 43 yards.

Heading the Pirate offense
will be quarterback Tim Hess,
a· two-year letterman. Stand·
out line men are tackle Mike
Carr and ends Dave Day and
Mike Drake.
Leading the defensive charg,
will be linebacker and two-yeai
letterman
Larry Jacobson.
Hess also plays linebacker to
giv@ the Whits strength at that
position.
Last Saturday, Harvey Kochel
and Howard Hosley connected
on a 39 yard touchdown pass
with 19 seconds left to give
the WUdcats a 14-7 victory.
The game was played at Eisen·
hower High School Stadium in
Yakima.
\

Kochel did the punting, with an
average of 29 yards per kick.
Heavy winds caused trouble for
· the kickers on both.team::;.
Western quarterback ·Glen
Hadland had 18 completions for
a total of 51 yards. Halfback
Ron Lonborg was the leading
· ground gainer with 50 yards ,
in 16 carries.

Kochel proved to be a valu·
able clutch player when with
26 seconds left he connected on
a 20 yard pass to halfback
Steve Hartling. One the next
play, he lofted the long bomb
to Hosley, ·who made a beauti·

~

•

Today, the Vikings take on the
defending champion Savages
from E a s t e r n. The young
Vikings
will have plenty of
trouble stopping the outstand·
ing
Eastern offense
which
seems to be as strong as last
year when the Savages finis1'
ed second 1n the country. .

Fall 1n with the

Starters·
'
backflelders

Starting
on th& Wildcat sqaad this year are· (from left to right) Harvey Kochel,
quarterback, Ron Holaus, tullbact,_ Steve Hertllng, halfback; and Steve Daily, wingback.

I•~_M---1....·a~·

Fiii your schedule with spunky sports, brawny buckles, and brand'
new antique leathers, or follow the classlc course ••• 1Tempos sets
the pace for campus/casual fun In trendsetting style! Fall In a~
loln the Tempos trend In a Penny Style, the brawny bootle, the~
antique llnk-up or ~he handsewn hardware Moc.
ter' And'10"

Trend

5th & Ruby \
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Ronri'ers Cross State

Lettermen
Veteran lettermen Sam Ring, Mark Henry, Gary Englund and Terry Kelly .r un during early
season practices in preparation for the meets this fallo

in the national meet. Eastern
Central's cross country team,
also has a top runner in Bruce
hurt badly by the loss of several
Peters, who finished high in the
key runners and injuries to
Evergreen Conference finals
others, will open their 1967
last year.
season next Saturday when they
Missing from Central's team
travel to Cheney to compete in
will be _letterman Dale Aberle,
the Eastern washington Invita.
who joined the Marine Corps.
tional.
Steve Camp, another letterman,
Teams competing in the meet
transfered to Seattle Community
will be Eastern Washington,
College. Both Aberle and Camp
. Montana, Gonzaga, Whitworth,
place high in the Evergreen Con.
Idaho and possibly Washington
ference.
State.
Central coach Art Hutton
Central's leading runner,Sam
stated thaf if Washinton State
Ring, will be slowed down for
competes, the Cougars would
the first few weeks with a knee
have to be considered the fa.
mJury. Mark Henry, another
vorites.
letterman, has been ill and pro.
Jerry Lindgren, a top national
bably won't compete.
cross
country runner, has
another semester of eligibility
Terry Kelley, a letterman,
left and will compete for the
will probably be one of the
Cougars. Rick Riley, another
Wildcat's leading runners. Dave
fine runner, will push the talent.
Harmon, Paul Wallace and Dale
ed Lindgren all the way.
Shea are non-lettermen from
Hutton also stated that Idaho
last year's team, who should
and Montana would both be
help out. Wallace has been e.
strong. A top runner for Idaho
standout track man for Central
will be Tom Burkqulst, a trans.
fo the A40 and 880 and could
fer from Spokane Community
prove to be valuable. Other
College.
Funners will be John McGiffan
Whitworth has a strong com.
and John Rogers, whoarefresh.
petitor in Jerry Tighe, last
men.
year's Evergreen Conference
- The big meet for the Wild.
champion. Tighe led the Pl.
rates to first place in NAJA · cats this year will be the Cen.
tral Washington Invitational.
: District One and placed high

Your best source for a
complete line of -finest

aQt1sts' mateQ1als

JERROL'S
Bru_s hes ... Canvas Panels ... Papers ... General

S~pplies .

ARGEST SELECTION
OWESTPOPULAR
PRICES
OOK&SEE
Open 7 Days A Week 'S a.m.-10 p.m.

llllllJerrol's
H1111111 book depart111ent
- - - - - - - 1 1 1 E. 8thAVE.

e

962-4137

.

1

{'

_,,/

Two Rookies and One Veteran
Direct EvCO Football Squads
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MIA Sign-ups Due
MIA director Walter Thomashoff announced that the intra·
mural sports for Fall Quarter
will be touch football, table
tennis - doubles and singles,
volleyball, cross country and
handball-doubles.
Sign-up dates for touch football wUl be from Oct. 1·4 with
organized play beginning on Oct.
7. Table tennis sign-up will be

from Oct. 7 • 11 with play
starting on oct. 16. This ls for
doubles and singles play.
Oct. 21-25, volleyball
teams will be signed up and
play will start on Oct. 30. Sign.
up for the cross country meet
will be from Nov. 4-8 with a
meet on Nov. 13. On Nov.
11~15, sign-up for doubles hand·
ball will be held.

Benedid Fouls Out,·
. Returns to Central

Thomashott stated that PoSi•
tlons are now being fllled for
referees. Anyone interested
should contact him at the pavll·
ion before actual play starts.
Experience ls not necessary but
would be helpful.

Dave Benedict, ex • Central
basketball star, was cut from
the Indianapolis Pacer team of
the American Basketball League
a few weeks ago. Benedict was
captain of the 1967 Wildcats.
One of the most exciting bas.
ketball players in the history
of the school, Benedict led Cen.
tral in scoring and rebounding
last year. He will return here
this fall to finish his firuil year
in school.

Thomashoff also stated that
he expected a good season,

possibly even better than last
year, which was the best to date.
He al.so said that everyone who
signs up will be put on teams.
Anyone with questions should
contact him at the pavlllon.

EASTERN WASHING TON
Brent Wooten, ex-University
of Washington football player,
will be head coach of the Savages this year, replacing Dave
Holmes. Holmes led Eastern
to second place in the NAIA
finals in 1967 and was named
coach of the year for District
One.
The Savages will have a
strong offensive attack featuring ql:larterback Blll Diedrick
and end Dave Svendsen. Died·
rick, a second team All-American last year, set conference
records in total offense, passing yardage, and touchdown
passes and touchdown passes
caught.
WALTER THOMASOFF
• ••new MIA director•••
Hallback
Ray -Stookey, an
honorable mention choice on the
All-American squad will also
return. He led the Evergreen
A w a t e r c o 1 o r collection Conference in scoring and rush·
created by the undergraduate stu- -Ing last year.
WHITWORTH
dents of Professor Bayless of the
Rolland Robbins takes over as
art department ls now on_dlsplay
head coach for the Pirates this
1n the SUB.

Exhibit Now Open

NOW EXClUSIVELY ·AT
ELLENSBURG STA TE BANK

season. Last year, the Whits
were last in the Evergreen
Conference.
Quarterbacking for Whitworth
will be Tim Hess, a two-year
letterman. He doubles as a line·
backer on defense. Another twoyear letterman, Larry Jacobson
will return to his linebacker
post on defense. The Pirates,
like Western, will field a team
composed mostly of sophomores and freshmen.
WESTERN
The Vlktngs have the youngest
team in the conference. Their
offensive team will probably
consist of six sophomores and
three freshmen. Quarterback
will be Glenn Hadland, a fresh·
man from Tacoma. Veteran
quartback Steve Kearby will be
available to back up Hadland.
Rob Lonborg will flll one of
the halfback positions and fresh·
men Vic Randal will probably .
flll the other. Randall was a
standout for Western 1n a practice game with the University
of British Columbia this fall.
Western's defensive lineup
will probably consist of four
sophomores and three fresh-men. Letterman tackle Butts
·Girand will anchor the front
, line and John Martin will fill
·one of the linebacker Positions.

Special CWSC Checking Accounts

Giant

Poster

lrom any photo ·

Zlt.x31t.
o~!.~.~J:95*
----

------

SPECIAL EMBLEM
CHECKS SUPPLIED FREE

Imprinted With Your Name And SGA Number
SAVE TIME! FACILITATE CASHING CHECKS LOCALLYMINIMUM COST, ONLY lOc EACH CHECK WRITTEN.
NO MINIMUM BALANCE REQUIRED.

*Send any black & white or color
photo (no negatives) and the name
"Swingline"cut out from any Swingline
package (or reasonable facsimile) to:
POSTER-MART, P.O. Box 165,
Woodside, N.Y. 11377. Enclose $1.95
cash, ch~ck; or money order (no
C.O.D.'s). Add s~les tax where appli·
cable.
Poster rolled and mailed (post·
paid) in sturdy tube. Original material returned undamaged. Satisfaction
guaranteM.

Get a

S~ingline

T~,-~
f/{!.~

Stapler

Your Friendly Home Owned

ELLENSBURG STATE BANK
Fourth Avenue and Ruby Street

9se
(including 1000 staples)
Larger size CUB Desk. ·
Stapler only $1.69
Unconditionally guaranteed.
At any stationery, variety, or book stor:e.

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation .

s~INC. ·
LONG ISLAND CITY, N.Y.11101
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WITH_ PRICES LIKE THESE IT'S
NO WONDER MONEY SAVER
.RATES THE LABEL

.-' '.HOME TOWN FAVORITE'_'
STOP IN SOON AND SEE FOR
YOURSELF WHY WE'RE RANKED NO. 1 ON ALMOST EV!RYONE'S POLL.
.8

Transistor

JERGENS

HAIRSPRAY

Regular or
Extra Hold

I

1MEN

LIST $2.25

17-...,

:\&
,

J:
._ I '

r1~
! I~

GILLEm

11

11

---··---- '9 & '14
Yourchoice

Ass't. Styles .
And Colon

s711

A Complete New
Way To Wash Your
LIST

Face

$2.50

usr· .
69 4

s4 79 STEREO
RECORD ALBUMS

.

33• WELCH'S
CANDIES

5_1s100

s2 25 SYLVANIA
FLASHCUBES

99•

12" Black & White
. PORTABLE TV

s7300

Our'Reg. ·

. by TONI
111111111~1[~~~1~1r1~11~11r~11-

. .SUMMER BLONDE

$299

s391

LIST $1.69·

'. HAPPY FACE

LIST.
$1.49

PKG.OF3

Case
Battery
Ear Phone

LIST
$1.09

-- ---

i.

1

Compare

FASHION
. PENDANT
WATCHES

. .

!!, .

RADIO .

'C OMMAND .
HAIR GROOMER
FOR

44$

Take your choice of 1/5 or
1/10 second type. Ruggedly
built for hard use.

'

$291 MEN'S SHIRTS
:ASS'T. SIZES
. ASS'T. CO~ORS

69 4 HOYLE
PLAYING CARDS

=~~:HLE3· Decksggt
ALL POLAROID OR
FOSTER GRANT SUNGLASSES

1L

/2 RETAIL PRICE

ALL SUNTA~ OILS
AND SUNTAN LOTIONS

1L

·

/2 RETAIL PRICE

DISCOUNT STORE

.:p•m

QP~N WEEKDAYS: 1 0 a.~. to ·a.:
. , '·:SATU-RDA YS: 10-6
~- '
~LOSED

SUNDAYS

Mitchell Lists Criteria

The Joint Assembly
"The Joint Assembly" from Seattle will play at a welcoming dance in the Plaza Parking
lot Wednesday, October 2 from 9-mldnlght. The dance, sponsored by the Business Planning
and Civic and Education committees of Ellensburg ls free and will serve as a welcome for
all Central students. At the dance students will receive numbers en~bling them to participate
in a city wide treasure hunt, Thursday, Friday, and Saturday. They will try to win merchan·
dlse by matching their numbers with those in participating stores.

air.

Originally the station provided
educational programs for the
students and Ellensburg com.
munity.
It still serves this purpose,
although popular rock and high
classical music have been in.
jected into the programs~
"'The station is strictly cam.
pus limited, and will play pop.
ular songs that the students like
to hear best.
If enough of
them would like to hear all
Beethoven, then that's what we'd
play," Sandy Sidell, operations
manager, said.
At 880 AM on the radio dial
students can pick up popular
rock from 4 to midnight Mon.
day through Sunday.·
The FM station is now orient.
ed to the community with high
classical music played in the
evenings Sidell said.
In addition to the music, the
station will broadcast hourly
news composed of national items

fJDEIJ.IY_VHfCDllJFEl
JKSURANCl~O, C-OLLEGaQSlll

Guaranteed by a top com
pony

'No war dnu!e
Exclusive benefits at spe-

cial rates
Premium deposits deferrdd
until r~u are out of school

.J .

W. "Biii" ko1clk

CollegeMaster
Aepresentatlv•.
504 E. 8th

962~9-2 ~.

Aids Office in the spring •before April 1. To reduce com.
plications which have previous.
ly arisen due to students fill.
ing out several for ms, a stu.
dent now fills out one form.
"We try to fit them into the
highest form of scholarship they
qualify for," Mitchell said.
Along with the application two
recommendations are required.
These
should
come from
teachers, ministers, lawyers,
or people in the community. Re.
commendations are to be sent
to the financial aids office,
Mitchell said.
In most cases scholarships
cannot provide for the total
costs of education but in many
instances a scholarship acts as
an incentive to students and
lets them know that someone is
interested enough to know what ·
they're doing, Mitchell said.

Tickets Go on Sale
Tickets w-ill go on sale soon
for the Eighth Annual Presi·
dent's Ball October 1. The
"Schultz-Murphy, Unlim'i ted"
will play at the dance,

SCHEDULE-Weeknights 7:30 Only
Sunday 4:00-6:30-9:00-Fri. & Sat. 7:00-9:30

ACADEMY AWARD WINNER

KCWS Nears Its Seventh Year
Seven years havealmostpass.
ed since KCWS, Central's AM·
FM station, first went on the

Scholarships are no longer re.
wards according to Perry Mit.
chell, Director of ¢ollege Rela.
tions and Financial Aids.
High grade points or super.
iority in a given field are no
longer the single limiting fac.
tors in determining who will
receive a scholarship.
At ~resent, the Student Fl..
nanciai Assistance Committee
canposed of faculty members
makes the selection for scholar.
ships based on four criteria;
achievement, need, activites,
and recommendations.
To get away from a subjec.
ti ve a tt1 tu de the committee rates
each applicant on a point sys.
tern with achievement and need
being the determining criteria.
Each year scholarships totaling $80,000 are presented to
students. According toMitchell
much of the funds come from
alumni members who sponsor
an annual drive in the latter
part of October.
Donations
are also received from organi•
zations and interested people.
A student should apply for
scholarships at the Financial

BEST DIRECTOR-MIKE NICHOLS

gathered by the UPI wire ser.
vices, and campus material.
"All SGA events will be broad.
cast free," Sidell added.
Sidell, a Muzall sophomore
works with program director,
Ronald Vert, also a Muzall
sophomore in programming for
the station.

JOSEPH E. LEVINE

A business administration ma.
jor with a radio and television
minor, Sidell has been with
KCWS since last January. Si·
dell said he works approximate.
ly four hours a day.

,Jbtl

THE &RADUATE ~E£~~~~2~2~:R~~~AVISION-

"Student help is always apro.
blem" he said.
For those interested in work.
ing,
"experience is helpful,
but not necessary. Interest is
·a primary factor for the job,''
he said.

This is Benjamin.
He's a little
worried about
his future.

SANDY SIDELL
• • •operations manager •••

A

SPECIAL WELCOME
TO
CWSC STUDENTS
SHOP BERRY'S FOR ALL THE
FAMOUS BRANDS IN BOTI-1
MEN'S AND WOMEN'S CLOTHING

. College St~dents: It is the Liberty Theatre's ·policy
to provide you with the best in motion picture
entertainment. If you have any questions or requests rega~ding movies, contact Jim Chrysler,
manager•

OPE;;;~~ ~~;:~.of~&tUJ:lZJ
SAT

.Academy Award Winning Entertainment
(E?Ccellent Comedy Plays First) Adm. $1.25

TttH\•

t~11rtis · l.4isi · Sctttf

"lttf \\'ifll (g_\T \\'ife,
\TtHI tltHl 'f !"
'

CHECK OUR STORE NEXT
THURSDAY-FRIDAY & SATURDAY
FOR SPECIAL FREE
PRIZES

\'lr1111 t;eur91e t~.

Movie That Was Banned In Ellensburg

E ..IZmBE,T H

··-=····
. . .YLD•

BURTDN

IN ERNEST LEHMAN'S PRODUCTION
OF EDWARD ALBEE'S

WHa"s

RFAlllD DF
VIRl:INIAI
WlfUDLFl!J

Shocking Bonus Feature Fri. & Sat. Only

PARAMOUNrPICTURES presentsPETrnCOlUNSOll'S-

'' The PenthousJ' ~M. A.
TECHNICOLOR ~

-

